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Memorandum 

To: District 32 Republican Club

Re: Legislation & Politics 

Chuck Serio, Legislative Committee Chairman 

June 4, 2019 

From: 

Date: 

Federal 

H.R. 2157 – Supplemental Appropriations – Disaster Relief

As usual, this “must pass” measure is full of expenditures that have nothing to do with what the 
bill’s title suggests.  One of the issues on which the Democrats and their media allies focused was 
more aid for Puerto Rico.  In spite of the fact that $40 billion in disaster relief has already been 
received by Puerto Rico, more was demanded by the Democrats, and don’t forget the debt bailout 
that it already received.1  There is a genuine disaster at the border, but the resources requested to 
deal with it were removed by the Senate.2  The Senate passed the bill (85-8) on May 23.  Of course, 
Maryland’s Senators Cardin and Van Hollen voted for it.  The first roll call vote in the House 
occurred on May 10.  It passed (257-150).  All of Maryland’s Democrats voted in favor of the bill 
except for Elijah Cummings, who did not vote, and Andy Harris, who voted against it.  Since there 
were changes in the original bill, the House had to vote on it again.  On May 24, most of the members 
of the House had already left Washington for the Memorial Day recess and Speaker Pelosi scheduled 
a vote for that day.  The plan was that it would be passed by unanimous consent.  However, when 
Congressman Chip Roy (R-TX-21) learned of the plan, he canceled his flight and returned to the 
House from the airport to object to the unanimous consent motion.  Since there was not a quorum 
present, a valid vote could not be taken and the bill was held up.  Congressman Roy’s reasons for 
blocking the bill were that there was no reduction is other spending to compensate for the budget 
busting expenditures and that there was no money appropriated to deal with the crisis at the southern 
border.  The bill will now be considered in June when the House is back in session. 

S. 1103 – RAISE Act

Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR) introduced this bill to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to 
establish a skills-based immigration system.  It is cosponsored by Senators David Perdue (R-GA), 
Josh Hawley (R-MO), and Marsha Blackburn (R-TN).  Since its being referred to the Judiciary 
Committee on April 10, no action has been taken. 

1 Daniel Horowitz, Conservative Review, May 10, 2019 
2 Chris Pandolfo, Conservative Review, May 24, 2019 

http://www.md32gop.org/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/2157?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22hr+2157%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1
https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=116&session=1&vote=00129
http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2019/roll202.xml
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1103
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H.R. 5 – Equality Act

According to the Heritage Foundation, “The Equality Act, if passed and signed into law, would add 
gender identity and sexual orientation to the list of classes—race, color, religion, sex, and national 
origin—protected in the Civil Rights Act.”3  Doing so would penalize anyone who did not affirm 
the newly created sexual norm of gender ideology.  Jack Phillips, the baker who declined to design 
a cake celebrating a same-sex marriage, had to take his case to the U.S. Supreme Court to have his 
individual right to not be forced to participate in what his conscience considered immoral conduct.4

It would also cause organizations such as Catholic Social Services from arranging adoptions because 
it refused to place children into families where both parents were of the same sex.  Religious 
hospitals would be compelled to perform sexual reassignment procedures.5

In spite of the obvious violations of religious freedom imposed by this legislation, 237 Democrats
and 3 Republicans cosponsored this bill.  Among the cosponsors were Anthony Brown (D-MD-
4), Elijah Cummings (D-MD-7), Steny Hoyer (D-MD-5), Jamie Raskin (D-MD-8), Dutch 
Ruppersberger (D-MD-2), John Sarbanes (D-MD-3), David Trone (D-MD-6). 

The Equality Act was passed by the House on May 17.  The vote was (236-173).  While 8 
Republicans voted for this bill, not a single Democrat voted against it. 

The Senate version of the bill, S. 788, has 46 cosponsors.  Democrat cosponsors number 45.  Among 
them are Senators Cardin (D-MD) and Van Hollen (D-MD).  The only Republican cosponsor 
is Susan Collins (R-ME).  The Senate has taken no action since its introduction on March 13, 2019. 

3 Jarrett Stepman, The Daily Signal, May 11, 2019 
4 Monica Burke, The Daily Signal, May 14, 2019 
5 Ibid. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1
https://www.dailysignal.com/2019/05/11/equality-act-could-impose-left-wing-lgbt-curriculum-on-whole-nation/?utm_source=TDS_Email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=MorningBell&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWXpSak1EWXpOV1psTUdRMyIsInQiOiJVUnV0SzdZSzJFQTk0aW1XM0VLQ0kzV2JHelwvM2VcL1Z5SXludjN1WW1ndUc4cVNzNjF5eFdTNjJWVzNac1RzMVwvMWZGMWZveDdIMmo2K3pkY3FpNXhRK241c1o1QXFCTTA2Y1ltb0ltWDNXaE9TTTVyMkFmUUhSRVRWV3RYUUp4MyJ9
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5/cosponsors?r=1&s=1&q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5%22%5D%2C%22party%22%3A%22Democratic%22%7D
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5/cosponsors?r=1&s=1&q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+5%22%5D%2C%22party%22%3A%22Republican%22%7D
http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2019/roll217.xml
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/788
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Sponsor: Rep. Lowey, Nita M. [D-NY-17] (Introduced 04/09/2019)


Committees: House - Appropriations; Budget


Latest Action: House - 05/24/2019 Ms. Shalala asked unanimous consent to take from the Speaker's table the bill, H.R. 2157, and agree to the Senate amendment.


Mr. Roy objected to the consideration of the Senate amendment.  (All Actions)


Roll Call Votes: There have been 8 roll call votes


Tracker: Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Summary (1) Text (4) Actions (62) Titles (4) Amendments (11) Cosponsors (0) Committees (2) Related Bills (4)


There is one summary for H.R.2157. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Introduced in House (04/09/2019)


Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2019


This bill provides $17.2 billion in FY2019 supplemental appropriations to several federal departments and agencies for expenses related to the consequences of recent


wildfires, hurricanes, volcanos, earthquakes, typhoons, and other natural disasters.


The funding provided by this bill is designated as emergency spending, which is exempt from discretionary spending limits and other budget enforcement rules.


The bill includes appropriations for


the Department of Agriculture,


the Department of Commerce,


the Department of Justice,


the Department of Defense,


the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,


the Department of the Interior,


the Department of Energy,


the U.S. Coast Guard,


the Environmental Protection Agency,


the Forest Service,


the Department of Health and Human Services,


the Department of Labor,


the Department of Education,
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the Government Accountability Office,


the Department of Veterans Affairs,


the Department of Transportation, and


the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
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FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 202
(Democrats in roman; Republicans in italic; Independents underlined)


H R 2157      YEA-AND-NAY      10-May-2019      12:30 PM
QUESTION:  On Passage
BILL TITLE: Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2019,


and for other purposes


YEAS NAYS PRES NV


DEMOCRATIC 223 11


REPUBLICAN 34 150 13


INDEPENDENT


TOTALS 257 150 24


---- YEAS    257 ---


Adams
Aguilar
Allen
Allred
Axne
Bacon
Barragán
Beatty
Bera
Beyer
Bilirakis
Bishop (GA)
Blumenauer
Blunt Rochester
Bonamici
Bost
Boyle, Brendan F.
Brindisi
Brown (MD)
Brownley (CA)
Bustos
Butterfield
Carbajal
Carson (IN)
Carter (GA)


Graves (MO)
Green (TX)
Grijalva
Haaland
Harder (CA)
Hastings
Hayes
Heck
Higgins (NY)
Hill (CA)
Himes
Horn, Kendra S.
Horsford
Houlahan
Hoyer
Hudson
Huffman
Hurd (TX)
Jackson Lee
Jayapal
Jeffries
Johnson (GA)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson (TX)
Kaptur


Ocasio-Cortez
Omar
Pallone
Panetta
Pappas
Pascrell
Payne
Perlmutter
Peters
Peterson
Phillips
Pingree
Pocan
Porter
Pressley
Price (NC)
Quigley
Raskin
Reed
Rice (NY)
Rice (SC)
Roby
Rose (NY)
Rouda
Rouzer
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Case
Casten (IL)
Castor (FL)
Castro (TX)
Chu, Judy
Cicilline
Cisneros
Clark (MA)
Clarke (NY)
Clay
Cleaver
Clyburn
Cohen
Connolly
Cooper
Correa
Costa
Courtney
Cox (CA)
Craig
Crenshaw
Crist
Crow
Cuellar
Cunningham
Davids (KS)
Davis (CA)
Davis, Danny K.
Dean
DeFazio
DeGette
DeLauro
DelBene
Delgado
Demings
DeSaulnier
Deutch
Diaz-Balart
Dingell
Doggett
Doyle, Michael F.
Dunn
Engel
Escobar
Espaillat


Katko
Kelly (IL)
Kennedy
Khanna
Kildee
Kilmer
Kim
Kind
King (IA)
King (NY)
Kinzinger
Kirkpatrick
Krishnamoorthi
Kuster (NH)
LaMalfa
Lamb
Langevin
Larsen (WA)
Larson (CT)
Lawrence
Lawson (FL)
Lee (CA)
Lee (NV)
Levin (CA)
Levin (MI)
Lewis
Lieu, Ted
Lipinski
Loebsack
Lofgren
Lowenthal
Lowey
Luján
Luria
Lynch
Malinowski
Maloney, Carolyn B.
Maloney, Sean
Matsui
McAdams
McBath
McCaul
McCollum
McEachin
McGovern


Roybal-Allard
Ruiz
Ruppersberger
Rush
Sánchez
Sarbanes
Scanlon
Schakowsky
Schiff
Schneider
Schrader
Schrier
Scott (VA)
Scott, Austin
Scott, David
Serrano
Sewell (AL)
Shalala
Sherman
Sherrill
Sires
Slotkin
Smith (NE)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (WA)
Soto
Spanberger
Spano
Speier
Stanton
Stefanik
Stevens
Stivers
Suozzi
Takano
Thompson (CA)
Thompson (MS)
Titus
Tlaib
Tonko
Torres (CA)
Torres Small (NM)
Trahan
Trone
Underwood
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Evans
Finkenauer
Fitzpatrick
Fletcher
Fortenberry
Foster
Frankel
Fudge
Gallego
Garamendi
García (IL)
Garcia (TX)
Golden
Gomez
Gonzalez (TX)
Gottheimer


McKinley
McNerney
Meeks
Meng
Moore
Morelle
Moulton
Mucarsel-Powell
Murphy
Nadler
Napolitano
Neal
Neguse
Newhouse
Norcross
O'Halleran


Upton
Vargas
Veasey
Vela
Velázquez
Visclosky
Walden
Wasserman Schultz
Waters
Watson Coleman
Welch
Wexton
Wild
Wilson (FL)
Yarmuth


---- NAYS    150 ---


Aderholt
Amash
Amodei
Armstrong
Arrington
Babin
Baird
Balderson
Banks
Barr
Biggs
Brady
Brooks (AL)
Brooks (IN)
Buchanan
Buck
Bucshon
Budd
Burchett
Burgess
Byrne
Calvert
Carter (TX)
Chabot
Cheney


Gonzalez (OH)
Gooden
Gosar
Granger
Graves (GA)
Graves (LA)
Green (TN)
Griffith
Grothman
Guest
Guthrie
Hagedorn
Harris
Hern, Kevin
Herrera Beutler
Hice (GA)
Higgins (LA)
Hill (AR)
Holding
Hollingsworth
Hunter
Johnson (LA)
Johnson (OH)
Jordan
Joyce (OH)


Nunes
Palazzo
Palmer
Pence
Perry
Posey
Ratcliffe
Reschenthaler
Riggleman
Rodgers (WA)
Roe, David P.
Rogers (AL)
Rogers (KY)
Rose, John W.
Roy
Rutherford
Scalise
Schweikert
Sensenbrenner
Shimkus
Simpson
Smith (MO)
Smucker
Stauber
Steil
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Cline
Cloud
Cole
Collins (GA)
Collins (NY)
Comer
Conaway
Cook
Crawford
Curtis
Davidson (OH)
DesJarlais
Duffy
Duncan
Estes
Ferguson
Fleischmann
Flores
Foxx (NC)
Fulcher
Gaetz
Gallagher
Gianforte
Gibbs
Gohmert


Joyce (PA)
Kelly (MS)
Kelly (PA)
LaHood
Lamborn
Latta
Lesko
Long
Loudermilk
Lucas
Luetkemeyer
Marchant
Massie
Mast
McCarthy
McClintock
McHenry
Meadows
Meuser
Miller
Mitchell
Moolenaar
Mooney (WV)
Mullin
Norman


Steube
Stewart
Taylor
Thompson (PA)
Thornberry
Timmons
Tipton
Turner
Wagner
Walberg
Walorski
Waltz
Watkins
Weber (TX)
Webster (FL)
Westerman
Williams
Wilson (SC)
Wittman
Womack
Woodall
Wright
Yoho
Young
Zeldin


---- NOT VOTING    24 ---


Abraham
Bass
Bergman
Bishop (UT)
Cárdenas
Cartwright
Cummings
Davis, Rodney


Emmer
Eshoo
Gabbard
Hartzler
Huizenga
Keating
Kustoff (TN)
Marshall


Olson
Richmond
Rooney (FL)
Ryan
Swalwell (CA)
Van Drew
Walker
Wenstrup
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U.S. Senate: U.S. Senate Roll Call Votes 116th Congress - 1st Session https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm... 


UNITED STATES SENATF. 


Roll Call Vote 116th Congress - 1st Session 


Vote Summary 


Question: On Passage of the Bill (H.R. 2157, As Amended ) 


Vote Number: 129 Vote Date: May 23, 2019, 04:15 PM 


Required For Majority: 1/2 Vote Result: Bill Passed 


Measure Number: H.R. 2157 (Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2019 ) 


Measure Title: A bill making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending 


September 30, 2019, and for other purposes. 


Vote Counts: YEAS 85 


NAYs 8 


Not Voting 7 


*Information compiled through Senate LIS by the Senate bill clerk under the direction of the 


secretary of the Senate 


Vote Summary By Senator Name By Vote Position 


By Home State 


Alphabetical by Senator Name 
Alexander (R-TN), Not Voting 


Baldwin (D-WI), Yea 


Barrasso (R-WY), Yea 


Bennet (D-CO), Yea 


Blackburn (R-TN), Nay 


Blumenthal (D-CT), Yea 


Blunt (R-MO), Yea 


Booker (D-NJ), Yea 


Boozman (R-AR), Yea 


Braun (R-IN), Nay 


Brown (D-OH), Yea 


Burr (R-NC), Yea 


Cantwell (D-WA), Yea 


Capito (R-WV), Not Voting 


Cardin (D-MD), Yea 


Carper (D-DE), Yea 


Casey (D-PA), Yea 


Cassidy (R-LA), Yea 


Collins (R-ME), Yea 


Coons (D-DE), Yea 


Cornyn (R-TX), Yea 


Cortez Masto (D-NV), Yea 


Cotton (R-AR), Yea 


Cramer (R-ND), Yea 


Crapo (R-ID), Nay 


Cruz (R-TX), Yea 


Daines (R-MT), Yea 


Duckworth (D-IL), Yea 


XML 


Durbin (D-IL), Not Voting 


Enzi (R-WY), Not Voting 


Ernst (R-IA), Yea 


Feinstein (D-CA), Yea 


Fischer (R-NE), Yea 


Gardner (R-CO), Yea 


Gillibrand (D-NY), Yea 


Graham (R-SC), Yea 


Grassley (R-IA), Yea 


Harris (D-CA), Yea 


Hassan (D-NH), Yea 


Hawley (R-MO), Yea 


Heinrich (D-NM), Yea 


Hirono (D-HI), Yea 


1 of 6 5/25/2019, 3:16 PM 
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Hoeven (R-ND), Yea 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS), Yee 


Inhofe (R-OK), Yea 


Isakson (R-GA), Yea 


Johnson (R-WI), Yea 


Jones (D-AL), Ilea 


Keine (D-VA),Yea 


Kennedy (R-LA),Yea 


King (I-ME), Yea 


Klobuchar (D-MN), Yea 


Lankford (R-OK), Yee 


Leahy (D-VT), Yea 


Lee (R-UT), Nay 


Manchin (D-WV), Yea 


Markey (D-MA), Yea 


McConnell (R-KY), Yea 


McSa tly (R-AZ), Nay 


Menendez (D-NJ),Yea 


Merkley (D-OR), Yea 


Moran (R-KS), Not Voting 


Murkowskl (R-AK), Yea 


Murphy (D-CT), Yea 


Murray (D-WA), Yp 


Paul (R-KY), Nay 


Perdue (R-GA), Yea 


Peters (D-MI), Yea 


Portman (R-OH), Yea 
Reed (D-RI), Yee 


Risch (R-I Er), Nay 


Roberts (R-KS), Yea 


Romney (R-UT), Nay 


Rosen (D-NV), Yea 


Rounds (R-SD), Not Voting 


Rubio (R-FL), Yea 


Sanders (I-VT), Yea 


Sasse (R-N E), Ye■ 


Schatz (D-HI),Yea 


Schumer (D-NY), Yea 


Scott (R-FL), Yea 


Scott (R-SC), Yea 


Vote Summary By Senator Name 


By Home State 


Grouped By Vote Position 


Baldwin (D-WI) 


Barrasso (R-WY) 


Bennet (D-CO) 


Blumenthal (D-CT) 


Blunt (R-MO) 


Booker (D-NJ) 


Boozman (R AR) 


Brown (D-OH) 


Burr (R-NC) 


Cantwell (D-WA) 


Cardin (D-MD) 


Carper (D-DE) 


Casey (D-PA) 


Cassidy (R-LA) 


Collins (R-ME) 


Coons (D-DE) 


Cornyn (R-TX) 


Shaheen (D-NH),Yea 


Shelby (R-AL), Yea 


Sinem a (D-AZ), Yea 


Smith (D-MN), Yea 


Stabenow (D-MI), Yea 


Sullivan (R-AK), Yea 


Tester (D-MT), Yea 
Thune (R-SD), Yes 


TIIUs (R-NC), Yea 


Toomey (R-PA), Not Voting 


Udall (D-NM),Yea 


Van H alien (D-MD), Yea 


Warner (D-VA), Yea 


Warren (D-MA), Yee 


Whitehouse (D-RI), Yea 


Wicker (R-MS), Yea 


Wyden (D-OR), Yea 
Young (R-IN), Yea 


By Vote Position 


YEAs ---Bs 


Cortez Masto (D-NV) 
Cotton (R-AR) 


Cramer (R-ND) 


Cruz (R-TX) 


Dalnes (R-MT) 


Duckworth (D-IL) 


Ernst (R-IA) 


Feinstein (D-CA) 


Fischer (R-NE) 


Gardner (R-CO) 


Gillibrand (D-NY) 


Graham (R-SC) 
Grassley (R-IA) 


Harris (D-CA) 


Hassan (D-NH) 


Hawley (R-MO) 


Heinrich (D-NM) 


Hirono (D-HI) 


Hoeven (R-ND) 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS) 


Inhofe (R-OK) 


Isakson (R-GA) 


Johnson (R-WI) 


Jones (D AL) 


Kaine (D-VA) 


Kennedy (R-LA) 


King (I-ME) 


Klobuchar (D-MN) 


Lankford (R-OK) 
Leahy (D-VT) 


Manchln (D-WV) 


Markey (D-MA) 


McConnell (R-KY) 


Menendez (D-NJ) 
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Merkley (D-OR) 


Muricowski (R-AK) 


Murphy (D-CT) 


Murray (D-WA) 


Perdue (R-GA) 


Peters (El-MI) 


Portman (R-OH) 


Reed (D-RI) 


Roberts (R-KS) 


Rosen (D-NV) 


Rubio (R-FL) 


Sanders (I-VT) 


Blackburn (R-TN) 


Braun (R-IN) 


Crapo (R-ID) 


Alexander (R-TN) 


Capita (R-WV) 


Durbin (D-IL) 


Vote Summary By Sen 


By Home State 


Grouped by Home State 


Alabama: 


Jones (D-AL), Yea 


Alaska: 


Murkowski (R-AKI, Yea 


Arizona: 


McSally (R-AZ), Nay 


Arlcansas: 


Bocanan (R AR), Yea 


Caltfonda: 


Feinstein (D-CA), Yea 


Colorado: 


Bennet (D-00), Yee 


Connecticut: 


Blumenthal (D-CT), Yea 


Delaware: 


Carper (D-DE), Yea 


Florida: 


Rubio (R FL), Yea 


Sasse (R-NE) Thune (R-SD) 


Schatz (D-HI) Tillis (R-NC) 


Schumer (D-NY) Udall (D-NM) 


Scott (R-FL) Van H alien (D-MD) 


Scott (R-SC) Warner (D-VA) 


Shaheen (D-NH) Warren (D-MA) 


Shelby (R-AL) Whitehouse (D-RI) 


Sinema (D-AZ) Wicker (R-MS) 


Smith (D-MN) Wyden (D-OR) 


Stabenow (D-MI) Young (R-IN) 


Sullivan (R-AK) 


Tester (D-MT) 


NAY' 


Lee (R-UT) Risch (R-ID) 


McSaUy (R-AZ) Romney (R-UT) 


Paul (R-KY) 


Not Voting - 7 


Enzi (R-WY) Toomey (R-PA) 


Moran (R-KS) 


Rounds (R-SD) 


ator Name By Vote Position 


Shelby (R-AL), Yea 


Sullivan (R-AK), Yea 


Slnema (D-AZ), Yea 


Cotton (R-AR),Yaa 


Harris (D-CA), Yea 


Gardner (R-CO), Yea 


Murphy (D-CT), Yea 


Coons (D-DE), Yea 


Scott (R-FL), Yea 
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Georgia: 


Isakson (R-GA), Yea Perdue (R-GA), Yea 


Hawaii: 


Hirono (D-HI), Yea Schatz (D-HI), Yea 


Idaho: 


Crapo (R-ID), Nay Risch (R-ID), Nay 


Illinois: 


Duckworth (D-IL), Yea Durbin (DA), Not Voting 


Indiana: 


Braun (R-IN), Nay Young (R-IN), Yea 


Iowa: 


Ernst (R-IA), Yea Grassley (R-IA), Yea 


Kansas: 


Moran (R-KS), Not Voting Roberts (R-KS), Yea 


Kentucky: 


McConnell (R-KY), Yea Paul (R-KY), Nay 


Louisiana: 


Cassidy (R-LA), Yea Kennedy (R-LA), Yea 


Maine: 


Collins (R-ME), Yea King (I-ME), Yea 


Maryland: 


Cardin (D-MD), Yea Van Hollen (D-MD), Yea 


Massachusetts: 


Markey (D-MA), Yea Warren (D-MA), Yea 


Michigan: 


Peters (D-MI), Yea Stabenow (D-MI), Yea 


Minnesota: 


Klobuchar (D-MN), Yea Smith (D-MN), Yea 


Mississippi: 


Hyde-Smith (R-MS), Yea Wicker (R-MS), Yea 


Missouri: 


Blunt (R-MO), Yea Hawley (R-MO), Yea 


Montana: 


Daines (R-MT), Yea Tester (D-MT), Yea 


Nebraska: 


Fischer (R-NE), Yea Sasse (R-NE), Yea 


Nevada: 


Cortez Masto (D-NV), Yea Rosen (D-NV), Yea 


New Hampshire: 


Hassan (D-NH), Yea Shaheen (D-NH), Yea 


New Jersey: 


Booker (D-NJ), Yea Menendez (D-NJ), Yea 
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New Mexico: 


Heinrich (D-NM), Yea Udall (D-NM), Yea 


New York: 


Gillibrand (D-NY), Yea Schumer (D-NY), Yea 


North Carolina: 


Burr (R-NC), Yea Tillis (R-NC), Yea 


North Dakota: 


Cramer (R-ND), Yea Hoeven (R-ND), Yea 


Ohio: 


Brown (D-OH), Yea Portman (R-OH), Yea 


Oklahoma: 


Inhofe (R-OK), Yea Lankford (R-OK), Yea 


Oregon: 


Merkley (D-OR), Yea Wyden (D-OR), Yea 


Pennsylvania: 


Casey (D-PA), Yea Toomey (R-PA), Not Voting 


Rhode Island: 


Reed (D-RI), Yea Whitehouse (D-RI), Yea 


South Carolina: 


Graham (R-SC), Yea Scott (R-SC), Yea 


South Dakota: 


Rounds (R-SD), Not Voting Thune (R-SD), Yea 


Tennessee: 


Alexander (R-TN), Not Voting Blackburn (R-TN), Nay 


Texas: 


Cornyn (R-TX), Yea Cruz (R-TX), Yea 


Utah: 


Lee (R-UT), Nay Romney (R-UT), Nay 


Vermont: 


Leahy (D-VT), Yea Sanders (I-VT), Yea 


Virginia: 


Kaine (D-VA), Yea Warner (D-VA), Yea 


Washington: 


Cantwell (D-WA), Yea Murray (D-WA), Yea 


West Virginia: 


Capito (R-WV), Not Voting Manchin (D-WV), Yea 


Wisconsin: 


Baldwin (D-WI), Yea Johnson (R-WI), Yea 


Wyoming: 


Barrasso (R-WY), Yea Enzi (R-WY), Not Voting 


Vote Summary By Senator Name By Vote Position 


By Home State 
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Trump is right to oppose more ‘disaster’ or


Puerto Rico spending – it’s bloated pork 
Daniel Horowitz  |  May 10, 2019 


SARINYAPINNGAM | Getty Images


If Republicans merely got through their tenures without increasing net
spending, it would be an unprecedented victory. Thankfully, President Trump is
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finally putting his foot down on yet another $17.3 billion disaster package
winding its way through Congress.


In April, Republicans were ready to throw another $13.5 billion in disaster aid
at the gods of political pork. Thankfully, they were stopped by the intransigence
of the Left. Democrats felt that the $600 million earmarked for nutrition
assistance for Puerto Rico wasn’t enough, even though they have already
appropriated $40 billion in disaster aid and Puerto Rico has already received a
quasi-bailout for its culture of debt.


But given how sensitive Republicans are to the identity politics inherent in
squabbles over funding for Puerto Rico, they were on their way to pursuing their
favorite pastime – caving to the Democrats on their spending demands – until
President Trump stepped in and demanded an end to all new aid for the
mismanaged island.


Today, House Democrats will vote on their $17.3 billion version (H.R. 2157) of
disaster aid in the face of the looming veto threat from the president. While it’s
not news that Democrats will pass this bill, what should be alarming is that
Senate Republicans are planning to follow suit. Republicans continue to move
to the Democrat position, begging them to accept even more money for Puerto
Rico rather than holding their ground.


Agreeing to the entire premise of the Democrats that Puerto Rico is a national
emergency instead of our border, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said
yesterday, “We’re open to additional Puerto Rican assistance” and, “We need to
pass it out of the Senate before the Memorial Day recess.”


Here’s the reality. Under regular spending, all of the relevant agencies and
departments receiving funding under this supplemental spending bill,
particularly the Department of Transportation and HUD, have record high
budgets thanks to huge spending over the past few years. Spending is now 13.7
percent higher than under Obama’s final year, and that is with the economy
doing much better. On top of that, over the past few years, Congress already
passed $117.5 billion in disaster spending in 2017 and included numerous
disaster relief provisions in the appropriations bills of the past two fiscal years.


Additionally, much of the disaster aid has nothing to do with immediate
emergency needs, but with filling the already bloated coffers of liberal HUD and
Department of Agriculture programs. Much as with any package that is titled
“children,” any bill titled “disaster relief” is beyond reproach, circumspection, or
any verification of the need for each line item. Given that so much money has
already been appropriated, no new funds should be appropriated in a rush
without any oversight unless they are clearly urgent needs, not long-term
policies.


This bill throws more money at the Community Development Block Grant
program. The CDBG has long been a wasteful welfare program for low-income
housing assistance and other local parochial projects that should have been
shouldered by local governments long before any natural disasters hit. Trump’s
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OMB suggested eliminating it altogether, and even the Obama administration
proposed cuts in fiscal year 2012 because, in their words, the program lacked a
“focused impact,” making “the demonstration of outcomes difficult to measure
and evaluate.” But the hurricanes provided liberals with a good opportunity for
those always looking to expand this program to do so under the veneer of
emergency spending, even though Congress already grew its budget by 88
percent in the budget deal last year.


While this bill covers long-term spending, not just emergency needs, it doesn’t
offer long-term reforms that should accompany any immediate bailouts.
Congress already enacted yet another $16 billion bailout of the flood insurance
program without any desire to reform the government’s monopoly over flood
insurance that has induced people to build in flood zones in the first place. This
bill contains yet another extension of the program.


Perhaps the most egregious element is another $3 billion thrown at farm aid.
Congress just passed a $900 billion farm bill in December, doubling down on
massive subsidies for corporate farms and landowners who aren’t even farmers,
while guaranteeing all protection from even “shallow loss” of revenue. This is
the problem with Congress’ modus operandi of double- and triple-dipping. They
embed endless individual and corporate welfare into the regular appropriations
bills and then step on the gas pedal to raise the spending levels as quickly as
possible. Then, when there is a disaster, they come back for more in
supplemental disaster bills, as if they never spent money on these very
programs before.


Then there is the issue of Puerto Rico. It’s terribly tragic that it was pummeled
with a direct hit from Hurricane Maria, resulting in the death of thousands of
island residents. But the hurricane was not the primary driver of Puerto Rico’s
economic problems. The desire for more funding beyond the existing $40
billion aid package is coming more from the long-term fallout of its Venezuela-
like Marxist economic system than from the immediate effects of the hurricane.


Puerto Rico managed to rack up more debt than its economic output long before
Hurricane Maria. A huge 43 percent of its residents received food stamps long
before Hurricane Maria. And 26 percent of Puerto Rican workers were
employed by government and also receiving 30 days of vacation long before
Hurricane Maria.


The bottom line is that there is no reason why the American people should be on
the hook for throwing good money after bad money before Puerto Rico cleans
up the systemic government corruption and socialism that existed before the
natural disasters. Ideally, Puerto Rico should be given its independence, so it
can prosper without any interference but also not rely on American welfare like
a security blanket.


In the meantime, Congress should help Puerto Rico by repealing the 1920 Jones
Act, which requires ships sailing within the United States to be built, owned,
and managed by U.S. companies. It has hampered trade and imports for Puerto
Rico by often doubling the cost of shipping.
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Finally, there is the issue of the border. The true emergency we have is the
invasion at our border, and neither party in Congress cares much about it. Not
only does this bill fail to deal with that crisis, it explicitly bars the use of any
defense funding for the border. Certainly, the GOP’s competing bill in the
Senate will not contain this provision, but nor will Republicans push any
legislation to fix the crisis by hiring more ICE agents, building more border
infrastructure, or punishing sanctuary cities. Why is there no hell-fire rush from
Mitch McConnell to treat that issue as a “must pass” before Memorial Day?


Many conservatives were concerned that President Trump would make the GOP
the party of big spending. Turns out, for someone who is not known as a fiscal
conservative, he sure is willing to cut spending more than GOP leaders in
Congress.


Author: Daniel Horowitz


Daniel Horowitz is a senior editor of Conservative Review. Follow him on
Twitter @RMConservative.
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GOP congressman stands alone, blocks massive $19.1 billion spending bill


Chris Pandolfo


Bill Clark/CQ Roll Call | Getty Images  


Rep. Chip Roy, R-Texas, is taking a lone stand against massive spending, creating an opportunity to demand that House Democrats fund border security.  


Roy said Friday he will block a unanimous consent request in the House to pass a $19.1 billion disaster relief bill passed by the Senate and supported by  
President Trump, Roll Call reports. Blocking the unanimous consent request will force a recorded floor vote, delaying the bill until June, when lawmakers  
return from recess.  


“The people, particularly in Texas, but people generally, are tired of the swamp and this is a very swampy thing to do — have a vote on a Friday heading  
into Memorial Day weekend and after we recess, when we could have done our job yesterday when we had 435 members of Congress who should be here  
and should vote,” Roy told reporters.  


The disaster bill passed the Senate Thursday, only after provisions for border security were stripped from the language. It figures that Congress would  
attempt to pass a massive spending bill just before a holiday weekend, when few Americans are paying attention. Worse still, the bill as it stands does  
nothing to address the migrant crisis, the most pressing issue facing the country.  


Roy has bought Republicans and President Trump more time to negotiate a better deal. Let’s see if they’re up for it.  


Author: Chris Pandolfo 


Chris Pandolfo is a staff writer and type-shouter for Conservative Review. He holds a B.A. in politics and economics from Hillsdale College. His interests 
are conservative political philosophy, the American founding, and progressive rock. Follow him on Twitter for doom-saying and great album 
recommendations @ChrisCPandolfo. 


Send tips and hate mail to cpandolfo@blazemedia.com. 
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S.1103 - A bill to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to
establish a skills-based immigration points system, to focus on family-
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RAISE Act Reintroduced In Congress


Heather Ham-Warren  |  April 11, 2019 


Today, much of the country is focused on the current humanitarian and security
crisis at the southern border. However, another crisis has been brewing in the
United States for decades as the levels of low-skilled and unskilled immigration
have risen, depressing American wages and displacing America’s most
vulnerable workers.


To address this imbalance, Senators Tom Cotton (R-Ark.), David Perdue (R-
Ga.), and Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) joined with a group of Representatives led by
Representative Francis Rooney (R-Fla.) to reintroduce the Reforming American
Immigration for a Strong Economy (RAISE) Act. If passed, this legislation
—previously supported by both FAIR and the Trump administration— would


finally bring the U.S. legal immigration system into the 21st century.


Unfortunately, our current legal immigration system does not prioritize
immigrants based on skills or abilities. To address this imbalance, the RAISE Act
would implement a skills-based system in which applicants can earn points
based on education, English-language ability, high-paying job offers, age, record
of extraordinary achievement, and entrepreneurial initiative. Merit based
systems are already used in nations around the world, including: Australia,
Austria, Canada, Denmark, Germany, and the United Kingdom.


In addition to implementing a thorough skill-based system, the RAISE Act
makes several other valuable changes to our immigration system.  First, the
legislation will eliminate the diversity visa lottery, which is plagued with fraud,
advances no economic or humanitarian interests, and ultimately does not even
promote diversity. Additionally, it will prioritize the nuclear family by giving
preference to spouses and minor child.


Furthermore, the bill creates a temporary, renewable visa for American citizens
that wish to bring foreign, elderly parents to the United States for caretaking
purposes. Finally, the RAISE Act will limit permanent residency to 50,000
refugees per year— a cap chosen based on average numbers for over the past
decade.


The bill’s sponsors released the follow statements upon introduction:


“I’m proud to reintroduce the RAISE Act supported by the White House. For
decades, our immigration system has been completely divorced from the needs
of our country and has harmed the livelihoods of working-class Americans. The
RAISE Act would build an immigration system that increases working-class
wages, creates jobs, and gives every citizen a fair shot at achieving the American
Dream, no matter whether their family came over on the Mayflower or just took
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the Oath of Allegiance,” said Cotton.


“Our current immigration system is broken and is not meeting the needs of our
growing economy. If we want to continue to be the global economic leader, we
have to welcome the best and brightest from around the world who wish to come
to the United States legally to work and make a better life for themselves. This
will require a skills-based immigration system that is pro-growth and pro-
worker. The RAISE Act is proven to work and is still the only plan that responds
to the needs of our economy, while preserving quality jobs and wages for
American workers,” said Purdue.


“We need an immigration system that puts American workers first. Our broken
immigration policies hurt hardworking Americans and the talented individuals
who are stuck in line, waiting to contribute to our country. With the RAISE Act,
the United States can finally end chain migration and move to a merit-based
system. All Americans deserve rising wages, a growing economy, and an equal
shot at the American Dream,” said Hawley.


“The United States immigration system is broken. Only one in every 15
immigrants to our country are granted visas because of their skills, and we do
not prioritize the ultra-high-skilled immigrants who spur innovation, create
jobs, and make America more competitive. The system we have now supports
programs like the Diversity Visa Lottery, which does not add skills or
competitive workers to our workplace, and “chain migration,” whereby once a
person enters, their family relations can automatically come to the U.S.
regardless of their employability… Passing this legislation, along with legislation
that I have cosponsored to fix the asylum-seeking process and mandate e-verify,
will provide significantly better immigration policy and greater control of our
borders,” said Congressman Rooney.


Dan Stein, president of FAIR applauded this year’s proposal. “The RAISE Act
would ensure that immigration levels – which currently operate in a vacuum and
are unaffected by the unemployment level or the economic needs of the country
– would finally begin to serve the national interest. It’s clearly time for this
nation to jettison the failed policies of the past and embrace a new paradigm that
will do a much better job of selecting immigrants who arrive with the skills they
need to make this nation better, while also benefitting themselves and their
immediate families.


“Any legal immigration reform plan that deviates from the RAISE framework
would betray several of President Trump’s key campaign promises — one of
which was reducing overall immigration levels. The White House supported the
bill last Congress and they should support it again.”
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H.R.5 - Equality Act
116th Congress (2019-2020) | Get alerts


Sponsor: Rep. Cicilline, David N. [D-RI-1] (Introduced 03/13/2019)


Committees: House - Judiciary; Education and Labor; Financial Services; Oversight and Reform; House Administration


Committee Reports: H. Rept. 116-56


Latest Action: House - 05/17/2019 Motion to reconsider laid on the table Agreed to without objection.  (All Actions)


Roll Call Votes: There have been 2 roll call votes


Tracker: Introduced Passed House Passed Senate To President Became Law


Summary (1) Text (2) Actions (28) Titles (2) Amendments (1) Cosponsors (240) Committees (5) Related Bills (2)


There is one summary for H.R.5. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Introduced in House (03/13/2019)


Equality Act


This bill prohibits discrimination based on sex, sexual orientation, and gender identity in areas including public accommodations and


facilities, education, federal funding, employment, housing, credit, and the jury system. Specifically, the bill defines and includes sex,


sexual orientation, and gender identity among the prohibited categories of discrimination or segregation.


The bill expands the definition of public accommodations to include places or establishments that provide (1) exhibitions, recreation,


exercise, amusement, gatherings, or displays; (2) goods, services, or programs; and (3) transportation services.


The bill allows the Department of Justice to intervene in equal protection actions in federal court on account of sexual orientation or


gender identity.


The bill prohibits an individual from being denied access to a shared facility, including a restroom, a locker room, and a dressing room,
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that is in accordance with the individual's gender identity.
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S.788 - Equality Act
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Sponsor: Sen. Merkley, Jeff [D-OR] (Introduced 03/13/2019)


Committees: Senate - Judiciary
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There is one summary for S.788. Bill summaries are authored by CRS.


Shown Here:


Introduced in Senate (03/13/2019)


Equality Act


This bill prohibits discrimination based on sex, sexual orientation, and gender identity in areas including public accommodations and facilities, education, federal funding,


employment, housing, credit, and the jury system. Specifically, the bill defines and includes sex, sexual orientation, and gender identity among the prohibited categories of


discrimination or segregation.


The bill expands the definition of public accommodations to include places or establishments that provide (1) exhibitions, recreation, exercise, amusement, gatherings, or


displays; (2) goods, services, or programs; and (3) transportation services.


The bill allows the Department of Justice to intervene in equal protection actions in federal court on account of sexual orientation or gender identity.


The bill prohibits an individual from being denied access to a shared facility, including a restroom, a locker room, and a dressing room, that is in accordance with the


individual's gender identity.
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Sponsor: Rep. Cicilline, David N. [D-RI-1] (Introduced 03/13/2019)


Committees: House - Judiciary; Education and Labor; Financial Services; Oversight and Reform; House Administration


Latest Action: House - 05/01/2019 Ordered to be Reported (Amended) by the Yeas and Nays: 22 - 10.  (All Actions)
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Sponsor: Rep. Cicilline, David N. [D-RI-1] | Cosponsor statistics: 240 current - includes 239 original


Refined by:


* = Original cosponsor


Cosponsor Date Cosponsored


Rep. Brown, Anthony G. [D-MD-4]* 03/13/2019


Rep. Cummings, Elijah E. [D-MD-7]* 03/13/2019


Rep. Hoyer, Steny H. [D-MD-5]* 03/13/2019


Rep. Raskin, Jamie [D-MD-8]* 03/13/2019


Rep. Ruppersberger, C. A. Dutch [D-MD-2]* 03/13/2019


Rep. Sarbanes, John P. [D-MD-3]* 03/13/2019


Rep. Trone, David J. [D-MD-6]* 03/13/2019


Maryland 


Party


Cosponsors by U.S. State or Territory


Democratic [7]


Maryland 
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FINAL VOTE RESULTS FOR ROLL CALL 217
(Democrats in roman; Republicans in italic; Independents underlined)
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QUESTION:  On Passage
BILL TITLE: Equality Act


AYES NOES PRES NV


DEMOCRATIC 228 7


REPUBLICAN 8 173 16


INDEPENDENT
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Castor (FL)
Castro (TX)
Chu, Judy
Cicilline
Cisneros
Clark (MA)
Clarke (NY)
Clay
Cleaver
Cohen
Connolly
Cooper
Correa
Costa
Courtney
Cox (CA)
Craig
Crist
Crow
Cuellar
Cummings
Cunningham
Davids (KS)
Davis (CA)
Davis, Danny K.
Dean
DeFazio
DeGette
DeLauro
DelBene
Delgado
Demings
DeSaulnier
Deutch
Diaz-Balart
Doggett
Doyle, Michael F.
Engel
Escobar
Eshoo
Espaillat
Evans
Finkenauer
Fitzpatrick
Fletcher


Katko
Keating
Kelly (IL)
Kennedy
Khanna
Kildee
Kilmer
Kim
Kind
Kirkpatrick
Krishnamoorthi
Kuster (NH)
Lamb
Langevin
Larsen (WA)
Larson (CT)
Lawrence
Lawson (FL)
Lee (CA)
Lee (NV)
Levin (CA)
Levin (MI)
Lewis
Lieu, Ted
Lipinski
Loebsack
Lofgren
Lowenthal
Lowey
Luján
Luria
Lynch
Malinowski
Maloney, Carolyn B.
Maloney, Sean
Matsui
McAdams
McBath
McCollum
McEachin
McGovern
McNerney
Meeks
Meng
Moore


Rush
Sánchez
Sarbanes
Scanlon
Schakowsky
Schiff
Schneider
Schrader
Schrier
Scott (VA)
Scott, David
Serrano
Sewell (AL)
Shalala
Sherman
Sherrill
Sires
Slotkin
Smith (WA)
Soto
Spanberger
Speier
Stanton
Stefanik
Stevens
Suozzi
Takano
Thompson (CA)
Thompson (MS)
Titus
Tlaib
Tonko
Torres (CA)
Torres Small (NM)
Trahan
Trone
Underwood
Van Drew
Vargas
Veasey
Vela
Velázquez
Visclosky
Walden
Wasserman Schultz
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Foster
Frankel
Fudge
Gabbard
Gallego
Garamendi
García (IL)
Garcia (TX)


Morelle
Mucarsel-Powell
Murphy
Nadler
Napolitano
Neal
Neguse
Norcross


Waters
Watson Coleman
Welch
Wexton
Wild
Wilson (FL)
Yarmuth


---- NOES    173 ---


Abraham
Aderholt
Allen
Amash
Amodei
Armstrong
Arrington
Babin
Bacon
Baird
Balderson
Banks
Barr
Bergman
Biggs
Bilirakis
Bishop (UT)
Bost
Brooks (AL)
Buchanan
Buck
Budd
Burgess
Byrne
Calvert
Carter (GA)
Carter (TX)
Chabot
Cheney
Cline
Cloud
Cole
Collins (GA)


Gonzalez (OH)
Gooden
Gosar
Granger
Graves (GA)
Graves (LA)
Graves (MO)
Green (TN)
Griffith
Grothman
Guest
Guthrie
Hagedorn
Harris
Hartzler
Hern, Kevin
Herrera Beutler
Hice (GA)
Higgins (LA)
Hill (AR)
Holding
Hollingsworth
Hudson
Huizenga
Hunter
Johnson (SD)
Jordan
Joyce (OH)
Joyce (PA)
Kelly (MS)
Kelly (PA)
King (IA)
King (NY)


Mullin
Newhouse
Norman
Nunes
Olson
Palazzo
Palmer
Pence
Perry
Posey
Reschenthaler
Rice (SC)
Riggleman
Roby
Rodgers (WA)
Roe, David P.
Rogers (AL)
Rogers (KY)
Rooney (FL)
Rose, John W.
Rouzer
Roy
Rutherford
Scalise
Schweikert
Scott, Austin
Sensenbrenner
Shimkus
Simpson
Smith (MO)
Smith (NE)
Smith (NJ)
Spano
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Conaway
Cook
Crawford
Crenshaw
Curtis
Davidson (OH)
Davis, Rodney
DesJarlais
Duncan
Dunn
Emmer
Estes
Ferguson
Fleischmann
Flores
Fortenberry
Foxx (NC)
Fulcher
Gaetz
Gallagher
Gianforte
Gibbs
Gohmert


Kinzinger
Kustoff (TN)
LaMalfa
Lamborn
Latta
Lesko
Long
Loudermilk
Lucas
Luetkemeyer
Marchant
Marshall
Massie
Mast
McCarthy
McCaul
McClintock
McHenry
McKinley
Meadows
Meuser
Miller
Mitchell
Moolenaar
Mooney (WV)


Stauber
Steil
Stewart
Stivers
Taylor
Thompson (PA)
Thornberry
Timmons
Tipton
Upton
Wagner
Walberg
Walorski
Waltz
Watkins
Webster (FL)
Wenstrup
Williams
Wittman
Womack
Woodall
Wright
Yoho
Zeldin


---- NOT VOTING    23 ---


Brady
Bucshon
Burchett
Clyburn
Dingell
Duffy
Johnson (LA)
Johnson (OH)


LaHood
Moulton
Peterson
Ratcliffe
Rose (NY)
Ryan
Smucker
Steube


Swalwell (CA)
Turner
Walker
Weber (TX)
Westerman
Wilson (SC)
Young
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7 Reasons Why the Equality Act Is


Anything But 
Monica Burke / @MonicaGBurke / March 14, 2019 


Most Americans don’t want a nationwide bathroom requirement, health care
mandate, or “preferred pronoun” law based on gender identity, but
congressional Democrats seem to think it’s time to impose them.


Nancy Pelosi delivered Wednesday on her promise to introduce the so-called
Equality Act, which would elevate sexual orientation and gender identity to
protected classes in federal anti-discrimination law.


Although that may sound nice in theory, in practice sexual orientation and
gender identity policies at the state and local level have caused profound harms
to Americans from all walks of life.


How might a sexual orientation and gender identity law on the federal level, as
introduced in the House and Senate, affect you and your community? Here are
seven ways:


The liberal Left continue to push their radical agenda against American values.
The good news is there is a solution. Find out more >>


1. It would penalize Americans who don’t affirm new sexual norms or
gender ideology.


Jack Phillips’ case went all the way to the Supreme Court after the Colorado Civil
Rights Commission accused the bakery owner of discriminating on the basis of
sexual orientation when the self-described cake artist declined to create a
custom cake to celebrate a same-sex wedding.


The Supreme Court ruled in favor of Phillips, owner of Masterpiece Cakeshop,
but left the law in question, the Colorado Anti-Discrimination Act, intact. Until
last week, Phillips was in court again defending himself against the same agency
under the same law.


The day after the Supreme Court ruled in Phillips’ case, Autumn Scardina, a
lawyer who identifies as transgender, requested that he create a “gender
transition cake.” After Phillips declined, the state Civil Rights Commission found
probable cause under the law that the baker had discriminated on the basis of
gender identity.


Thankfully, the commission last week dropped the case, and Phillips agreed to
drop his own lawsuit accusing the state agency of harassing him for his Christian
beliefs.
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Phillips is just one of many Americans who have lost income because of their
belief that marriage is between one man and one woman. Others cases involve
florists, bakers, photographers, wedding venue owners, videographers, web
designers, calligraphers, and public servants.


These cases are just the beginning. The same policies used to silence
disagreement over marriage can be used to silence disagreement over the
biological reality of sex.


2. It would compel speech.


Virginia high school teacher Peter Vlaming lost his job for something he did not
say.


A county school board voted unanimously to fire the veteran teacher over the
objections of his students after he refused to comply with administrators’ orders
to use masculine pronouns in referring to a female student who identifies as
transgender.


Vlaming did his best to accommodate the student without violating his religious
belief that God created human beings male and female, using the student’s new
name and simply refraining from using pronouns altogether.


Unfortunately, the school still considered this a violation of its anti-
discrimination policy.


Incidents like these would increase under federal policy proposed in the Equality
Act. Both federal and private employers could face costly lawsuits if they fail to
implement strict preferred pronoun policies. Employees could be disciplined if
they fail to comply, regardless of their scientific or moral objections.


3. It could shut down charities.


Foster care and adoption agencies, drug rehabilitation centers, and homeless
centers already face challenges under state and local policies on sexual
orientation and gender identity.


In Philadelphia, just days after the city put out an urgent call for 300 additional
families to foster children, the city halted child placements by Catholic Social
Services because of the organization’s belief that every child deserves both a
mother and a father.


Although same-sex couples have the opportunity to foster children through the
state or every other agency in Philadelphia, the city canceled its contract with
Catholic Social Services. The agency’s approved foster homes remain available
while children languish on the waiting list.


A federal sexual orientation and gender identity law would make this situation a
national phenomenon, which would spell disaster for the 437,500 children in
foster care nationwide.
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Other charities would be affected, too.


In Anchorage, Alaska, a biological male born Timothy Paul Coyle goes by the
name of Samantha Amanda Coyle. On two occasions, Coyle tried to gain access
to the city’s Downtown Soup Kitchen Hope Center, a shelter for homeless,
abused, and trafficked women.


In one attempt, authorities said, Coyle was inebriated and had gotten into a fight
with a staffer at another shelter, so Hope Center staff paid Coyle’s fare to the
emergency room to receive medical attention. Coyle sued the center for “gender
identity discrimination.”


A federal sexual orientation and gender identity law could force any social
service organization to open up private facilities—including single-sex
bathrooms, showers, and sleeping areas—to members of the opposite sex.


4. It would allow more biological males to defeat girls in sports.


Two biological males who identify and compete as women easily defeated all of
their female competitors in an event at the Connecticut State Track
Championships. Transgender athlete Terry Miller broke the state record in the
girls’100-meter dash. Andraya Yearwood, also transgender, took second place. 


Selina Soule, a female runner, not only lost to the biological males in the
championships but also lost out on valuable opportunities to be seen by college
coaches and chosen for scholarships.


Soule said about the 100-meter event: “We all know the outcome of the race
before it even starts; it’s demoralizing.” 


A federal sexual orientation and gender identity law would defeat the purpose of
Title IX of the Civil Rights Act, which is supposed to guarantee women equal
educational and athletic opportunities.


Under radical gender identity policies, female athletes have sustained gruesome
injuries at the hands of male competitors. In high school wrestling, female
athletes have forfeited rather than compete against transgender athletes on
testosterone.


A federal law could set girls’ and women’s sports back permanently at every
level.


5. It could be used to coerce medical professionals.


Under state sexual orientation and gender identity laws, individuals who identify
as transgender have sued Catholic hospitals in California and New Jersey for
declining to perform hysterectomies on otherwise healthy women who wanted to
pursue gender transition.


If these lawsuits succeed, medical professionals would be pressured to treat
patients according to ideology rather than their best medical judgment.
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The Obama administration tried to coerce medical professionals into offering
transition-affirming therapies through a regulation in the Affordable Care Act,
popularly known as Obamacare.


That move was stopped in the 11th hour by a federal judge. However, that could
all be set back in motion if a national law imposes a nationwide health care
mandate regarding gender identity.


6. It could lead to more parents losing custody of their children.


The politicization of medicine according to gender ideology will create more
conflicts among parents, doctors, and the government. A federal sexual
orientation and gender identity law would jeopardize parental rights nationwide.


In fact, the current issue of the American Journal of Bioethics includes an article
arguing that the state should overrule the parents of transgender children who
do not consent to give them puberty-blocking drugs.


This has already happened. In Ohio, a judge removed a biological girl from her
parents’ custody after they declined to help her “transition” to male with
testosterone supplements.


After the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital’s Transgender Health Clinic
recommended these treatments for the girl’s gender dysphoria, the parents
wanted to pursue counseling instead. Then the county’s family services agency
charged the parents with abuse and neglect, and the judge terminated their
custody.


Similar cases are proceeding through the courts with children as young as 6
years old.


Meanwhile, studies show that 80 to 95 percent of children no longer experience
gender dysphoria after puberty. Politicizing medicine could have serious
consequences for children who are exposed to the unnecessary medical risks of
drastic therapies.


A federal sexual orientation and gender identity law would make these cases
more common.


7. It would enable sexual assault.


A complaint under investigation by federal education officials alleges that a boy
who identifies as “gender fluid” at Oakhurst Elementary School in Decatur,
Georgia, sexually assaulted Pascha Thomas’ 5-year-old daughter in a girls’
restroom. The boy had access to the girls’ restroom because of Decatur City
Schools’ transgender restroom policy.


School authorities refused to change the policy even after Thomas reported the
assault. Eventually, she decided to remove her daughter from school for the
girl’s emotional well-being and physical safety.
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A federal sexual orientation and gender identity law would give male sexual
predators who self-identify as females access to private facilities, increasing the
likelihood of these tragic incidents.


It could also make victims less likely to report sexual misconduct and police less
likely to get involved, for fear of being accused of discrimination.


The proposed Equality Act could impose a nationwide bathroom policy that
would leave women and children in particular vulnerable to predators. It
actually would promote inequality by elevating the ideologies of special-interest
groups to the level of protected groups in civil rights law.


***


The Equality Act defies the purpose of anti-discrimination laws. The original
Civil Rights Act was enacted to protect African-Americans from being denied
access to material goods and services.


The Equality Act, by contrast, would be used as a sword to attack people and
force them to adopt new ideologies about human sexuality.


This extreme and dangerous legislation would create unprecedented harms to
businesses, charities, medical professionals, women and children, and entire
families.


The writing is on the wall: The Equality Act is anything but.
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Pediatrician: 'Dangerous' Equality Act


Would Force Doctors to 'Do Harm' 
Katrina Trinko / @KatrinaTrinko / Daniel Davis / @JDaniel_Davis / May 10, 2019  


Doctors who are uncomfortable prescribing hormone treatments or doing
gender reassignment surgeries could soon potentially be in violation of federal
law, warns Dr. Michelle Cretella, a pediatrician and executive director of the
American College of Pediatricians. And they’re not the only ones at risk: Parents,
too, could find themselves unable to decide on their own child’s medical
treatment. Read our interview with Cretella, posted below, or listen to it on the
podcast:


We also cover these stories:


The U.S. seizes a North Korean ship.
President Donald Trump pledges to take action to end surprise medical
billing.
Colorado teens walk out of a vigil following a school shooting when
politicians start advocating gun control.


The Daily Signal podcast is available on Ricochet, iTunes, SoundCloud, Google
Play, or Stitcher. All of our podcasts can be found at DailySignal.com/podcasts.
If you like what you hear, please leave a review. You can also leave us a message
at 202-608-6205 or write us at letters@dailysignal.com. Enjoy the show!


Kate Trinko: We’re joined today by Dr. Michelle Cretella, a
pediatrician and executive director of the American College of
Pediatricians. Dr. Cretella, thanks for joining us.


The liberal Left continue to push their radical agenda against American values.
The good news is there is a solution. Find out more >>


Dr. Michelle Cretella: Thank you for having me here.


Trinko: We’re looking at the Equality Act, which is legislation that
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and the Democrats have been
advocating. It would essentially make sexual orientation and gender
identity classes that you can’t discriminate against. Dr. Cretella, what
do you think about this legislation?


Cretella: This is very dangerous legislation in that it literally mandates that
health professionals do harm to people. This act says that a health professional
cannot deny treatment to a person based on their gender identity.


Now, at first blush, people may say, “Well, what’s wrong with that?” The
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problem is this: A person who identifies as trans can very readily and easily go
and access medical care for a common cold, an ankle sprain, etc. The issue is
when they go into a doctor’s office and say, for example, a woman goes in and
says, “I identify as a man. I want you, my OB-GYN, to perform a hysterectomy.
Take my healthy uterus out of my healthy body.” That’s forcing a physician to
violate his oath to first do no harm.


Now, the transgender activists claim that, “Oh, no. These transgender surgeries,
removing reproductive organs, putting them on hormones is lifesaving.” It’s
simply not true. That is not what the science shows.


As a matter of fact, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, under the
Obama administration, found that the evidence for any benefit is too weak and
that the risk of side effects and harm too great for the government mandate that
Medicare or Medicaid pay. We’re talking about experimental procedures that
H.R. 5 will mandate every single physician to participate in. And that’s the
biggest problem.


It’s being mandated, as I say, under the guise of helping trans-identified people
when, in point of fact, it does nothing to decrease their risk of suicide.


There’s a huge study out of Sweden that followed transgender individuals for 10,
20, and 30 years out. At 10 years out from surgery, their mental health was
significantly worse than the general populations. So despite getting hormones
and surgery, their underlying issues were not healed. By 30 years after surgery,
the transgender-identified population had a suicide rate 19 times greater than
the general population.


We are not helping. … These individuals who are suffering, we’re giving them
toxic hormones that set them up for heart attacks, strokes, cancers, and worse,
and we’re not even diminishing their suicide rate.


Daniel Davis: Yeah, it’s interesting that you talk about how doctors
would be forced under this law to mutilate their patients, basically,
under legal sanction. What kind of sanction would they be facing?
Would they face jail time or fines if they refused to go along with
gender transition surgery?


Cretella: Refusing to go along with prescribing these dangerous hormones,
refusing to go along with performing the mutilating surgeries, you would be in
violation of federal discrimination laws, and you would be subject to those
penalties.


This isn’t just speculation. There are some states that have already enacted state
laws similar to the Equality Act, and just based on that, in New Jersey, one
Catholic hospital has been sued by a woman claiming to be a man. She sued the
Catholic hospital because the hospital refused to perform a hysterectomy.


Similarly, in California, another Catholic health system is being sued by another
woman who identifies as a man and wants a hysterectomy. And this is at a time
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when these individuals … have a choice. They can still go elsewhere.


Davis: It’s a lot like the cake baker who was forced to make a wedding
for the gay—


Cretella: Exactly.


Davis: There’s plenty of other providers out there. It’s not a question
of availability.


Cretella: Right. So it’s not a question of availability, which is why if H.R. 5
passes and becomes the law of the land, you are essentially putting Catholic
health care out of business. You’re literally driving them out of business. …


So in other words, a surgeon who performs breast surgery for cancer patients
must perform double mastectomies for physically healthy women who identify
as men. But it’s not just in terms of surgeries or prescribing toxic hormones that
would impact doctors.


It would also—it really should be the Inequality Act—will mandate physicians to
also do other morally objectionable procedures, such as abortions, sterilizations.
This is because H.R. 5 applies to sex and gender identity and sexual orientation
without any moral conscience or religious exemptions.


Since H.R. 5 defines sex discrimination as including so-called reproductive
health care, this H.R. 5 would also mandate physicians and health professionals
to participate in sterilizations, dispensing contraception, and performing
abortions against their moral conscience.


So there is a groundswell of opposition, certainly among the Christian Medical
Association, Catholic Medical Association, but also in organizations like ours,
the American College of Pediatricians, the American Association of Physicians
and Surgeons, and the American Association of Pro-Life OB-GYNs.


We stand for the traditional Hippocratic Oath, which means we don’t kill our
patients—


Davis: Or harm them in any way.


Cretella: Or harm them in any way. So, although, as you would expect,
Christian and Catholic physicians are especially alarmed, it is not only those two
groups, but all of us who consider ourselves traditional Hippocratic physicians.


Trinko: You’ve obviously studied this legislation quite a lot. Do you
have concerns about the Equality Act’s impact for parental rights,
when they’re dealing perhaps with a child who doesn’t accept their
gender identity, or for the curriculum and what it might start to
include on LGBT issues?


Cretella: Parent rights in medicine, we’ll take first. There are none anymore. If
this Equality Act passes, it literally says that any action by anyone to interfere
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with access to “transgender procedures or reproductive health,” that’s
discrimination. That’s not allowed.


Again, we don’t have to speculate. In states already that have gender identity
laws on the books, parents are losing their right to know.


We’re having kids who go to the school nurse, kids in middle school and high
school going to the school nurse or another faculty member saying, “I’m trans,
but I don’t want my parents to know.” And the schools are actually facilitating
the puberty blockers and cross-sex hormones.


We’ve had one family in Ohio already had their parental rights terminated
because they would not consent to their adolescent daughter getting puberty
blockers and cross-sex hormones.


So no, H.R. 5, the kids essentially become the state’s. And similarly, as you
alluded to, public schools, because they receive federal dollars, will actually be
required to teach this transgender ideology from Pre-K on forward, all the way
up.


… In terms of local control of your public schools—no. Out the door. No. Sex ed
and this transgender ideology will be force fed to all kids from preschool on up.


Again, if you look at the states that have gender identity enshrined in law, this is
already happening, so these aren’t scare tactics. I’m not making this up, it’s
already happening in states that wrongly identify gender identity as though it’s
race or skin color.


Davis: Yeah, it makes me wonder, if it were to pass, and, obviously,
divided controlled government may not happen this year, but
imposing this on the entire country … Yeah, some parts of the
country are already doing it, they’re already progressive and liberal,
but other parts of the country are not, and I can just imagine what
kind of backlash there would be.


Cretella: There would be tremendous backlash. But I think it’s important for us
to even step back. Even in the states that have gender identity enshrined as an
innate and unchangeable characteristic, I think it’s important for our listeners to
understand that even states that currently have gender identity protected as
though it were skin color, they still have religious carve-outs. H.R. 5 has none.


This means, if H.R. 5 passes, that private schools and even churches and
Catholic hospitals, all private institutions will have to bow down to the
transgender ideology of the state.


Again, it’s because H.R. 5 rewrites civil rights law on so many different levels. It
literally guts religious rights, parent rights, it eliminates the female half of the
human race in law.


There won’t be anymore girls sports, it’ll be men’s sports versus coed sports.
There won’t be any women’s restrooms, or women’s locker rooms, or even
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women’s shelters. It’s going to be coed everything. Yeah, coed everything. It
completely undoes our entire way of life.


Trinko: Speaking of the sports issue, I was actually reading a liberal
site the other day that was arguing that it shouldn’t matter if
transgender athletes play women’s sports because some men are
smaller than some women, and yada, yada, yada, and essentially, this
shouldn’t be an issue.


What would you, as a doctor, say about the biological differences,
even after transition, between biological females and biological
males? And are there safety issues for biological females if they’re
playing sports with transgender persons who were born male?


Cretella: You don’t get anymore anti-science than the claim that there are no
biological differences between males and females. From fertilization, if you have
a Y chromosome, you are male. That’s the normal pathway.


The fact that 0.02% of the time, you may have a mismatch, the fact that it’s this
tiny … 99.98% of the time, you have a Y chromosome, you’re a male, XX, you’re
a female. That’s the norm.


If you have that Y chromosome, it is present in every cell in your body, and it
impacts the development of every organ system. So what does this mean? It
means that every male has male musculature, bone structure. Yes, our brains are
different. Every organ system is male at that basic cellular level. The muscle
fibers of males are stronger than those of females.


Physiologically, we are a bimodal … Yes, there’s a range of normal in males and a
range of normal in females, but at the most basic cellular physiological level,
men are going to be bigger, faster, stronger.


Look, a man on estrogen is still a man. He’s still a man. He’s doping estrogen.
He’s going to be weaker and slower than men who don’t dope estrogen, but he’s
still not a woman.


Davis: One of the things we’ve also seen is some tension in the
academic world. There was a study from Brown University that was
very controversial, as you well know, it came out last year, and got a
lot of flack because it reached some conclusions that the trans
activist community didn’t like.


That study went under review for like six months, it came out again
this past spring, basically the same conclusions.


But that made me wonder, how many other studies are there that are
being suppressed, or researchers are being, behind closed doors,
pressured not to pursue this kind of thing because of ideological
pressure?


You’re closer to that world than we are. Do you think intimidation is
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a factor in shaping the kinds of questions and the kinds of
approaches that researchers take?


Cretella: Absolutely, absolutely. Really, for a couple decades now, academia
has been really controlled by progressive leftist elites, and American College of
Pediatricians, we have many academic members who … won’t get their research
funded because it doesn’t tow the ideological line, whether that is with regard to
the life issues, or ideal family structure, and certainly the transgender issue.


One of our members is engaged in a lawsuit against his academic institution
because he testified in favor of parents’ rights to not give their child the toxic
cross-sex hormones, and his institution didn’t like that, and they basically fired
him within three weeks, despite his stellar record as a clinician as well as a
scientist. We anticipate he will win that lawsuit.


But you’re right, to come out in favor of caution with regard to affirming
transgender beliefs in children can be career ending. And if that weren’t bad
enough, you’re ostracized and vilified, so socially, you take a hit. It’s horrible.


Davis: So when we hear about the science, it’s important to
remember that that “consensus” is being shaped by a lot of these
ideological factors.


Cretella: Absolutely.


Davis: When Nancy Pelosi throws out, “Well, the scientific
community has confirmed” so and so, that’s not exactly gospel.


Cretella: No. And the American Academy of Pediatrics is a great example. The
American Academy of Pediatrics is roughly 87 years old. They were the only
game in town. The American College of Pediatricians, we have been growing
since 2002. So the AAP’s first statement on the care of gender dysphoria in
children was written by an employee of the Human Rights Campaign. That
would be like the American—


Davis: Which, for our audience, is the leading LGBT activist group.


Cretella: The leading LGBT activist group, yeah. And their update, the AAP’s
updated statement, which was just released last October, sure, that one’s written
by a physician. They weren’t counting on anyone fact-checking it, but a gender
identity specialist and psychologist, Dr. James Cantor, was so shocked that the
AAP was recommending that all children be transitioned, he fact-checked their
policy.


Well, every single one of their references contradicts what they say. He pulled
their references, read the references. Each reference they tuck away in their
policy actually recommends watchful waiting, to support the young child
through puberty, where the vast majority will accept their biological sex.


And the way this happens, by the way, it’s not that 66,000 pediatricians are
lying. No. It’s that one extremist wrote the paper, and roughly 50 pediatricians
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get to vote on and pass the policy for everybody. We’re talking about large, so-
called medical and mental health organizations publishing policies that are
really reflecting the ideological belief system of a tiny minority of their members.


Trinko: Why do you think these big doctors’ groups are caving like
this? Why are they going along with this agenda? And do you ever
have doctors approaching you who say, “I’m afraid to speak out on
this issue, but I agree with you.”?


Cretella: Absolutely. … The leadership in academia, over time, became very
progressive, elitist, Marxist, if you will. The same has happened. That’s filtered
over to medicine, psychology. The groups are caving because their leaders are of
this mindset.


There’s a study from within the last five or 10 years that found people with
gender identity disorder have a chemical factor in their brain that is elevated,
and this particular factor is elevated in mental illness. You’re not going to hear
about that study because, “Oh, it suggests that maybe gender dysphoria, trans
identity might be related to mental illness somehow.” You won’t hear about that.


… The common person doesn’t realize that there are oodles and oodles of brain
studies showing differences between girls who have anorexia nervosa and those
who don’t.


Those studies are very solid, they’re replicated, but because there’s no political
agenda there, doctors are free to say, “Oh, yeah. These differences. We know that
the brain changes appearance and function based on behavior. We also know
that if there is biology there, it’s only predisposition.” So they look at those brain
changes and say, “Maybe one day there’ll be some medicine to help with the
treatment of anorexia.”


But when we’re dealing with transgender, that’s not how the discussion goes.
And by comparison, they’re very poor. Very few and far between, very poorly
designed brain studies, but all you’ll hear is, “Oh, there’s differences here, there’s
differences there in these brains. You know what? We’ve got some boys with girl
brains, we’ve got some girls with boy brains.” … A boy can no more have a girl
brain than he can have a girl hand. It’s all about political ideology.


Davis: I think that’s a great place for us to leave this. But Dr. Cretella,
really appreciate you coming back to Heritage and joining us on the
podcast.


Cretella: Thank you for having me.
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Nancy Pelosi’s Equality Act Would Undo


Trump’s Most Significant Achievements 
Ryan T. Anderson / @RyanTAnd / May 07, 2019 / 


Back in October, House Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi told an audience at
Harvard University that if the Democrats retook the House, one of her top
legislative priorities would be to pass the misnamed Equality Act, a bill that
would impose radical sexual ideology on the nation.


Democrats took the House, and Pelosi wasn’t bluffing. She’s now pushing a bill
that would undo some of the most significant achievements of the Trump
administration. Here’s how.


The Equality Act adds the phrase “sex (including sexual orientation and gender
identity)” to our nation’s civil rights laws that ban discrimination on the basis of
race. This means the law would suddenly treat people as racists if they dare to
dissent from the left’s ideology on sex, sexual orientation, and gender identity.


Here are the major Trump victories that the Equality Act would undo.


The liberal Left continue to push their radical agenda against American values.
The good news is there is a solution. Find out more >>


1. The Equality Act would force employers to cover abortion, and
medical professionals to perform or assist in performing abortions.


When the Obama administration tried to force this same policy in its very last
months in office, a federal judge declared it unlawful. When the Trump
administration came into office, the Trump Justice Department agreed with that
judge and did not appeal his ruling, which placed a 50-state injunction on that
regulation.


Should the Equality Act become law, this abortion policy would become the law
of the land, undermining President Donald Trump’s significant pro-life record.


2. The Equality Act would force employers to pay for sex
“reassignment” procedures in their health insurance plans, and
require medical professionals to perform them.


Think Hobby Lobby and Little Sisters of the Poor, but only worse. If a health
care plan covers mastectomies in the case of cancer, but not in the case of
“reassignment,” the Equality Act would deem this illegal “discrimination.” So,
too, if a doctor chooses to perform mastectomies in the case of cancer but not for
sex “reassignment” purposes. That doctor would be guilty of illegal
“discrimination.”
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Thankfully, when the Obama administration attempted to impose this mandate,
a federal judge struck it down, and the Trump administration agreed with the
judge and did not appeal the ruling. Should the Equality Act become law, it
would undo Trump’s policy of protecting the freedom of medical doctors to not
perform “reassignment” procedures if they deem them bad medicine.


3. The Equality Act would force all schools and businesses to open
their women’s bathrooms, locker rooms, showers, and sports teams
to boys who “identify as” girls and to men who “identify as” women.


The Obama administration imposed this transgender mandate on schools in all
50 states, and thankfully the Trump administration reversed the misguided
policy during its first weeks of office. But, should the Equality Act become law, it
would override the Trump policy and would threaten the privacy, safety, and
equality of women and girls across the country.


4. The Equality Act could be used to force the military to pay for
“reassignment” procedures and force the military to accept recruits
suffering from gender dysphoria who are not combat-ready.


The Trump administration has implemented a careful, nuanced policy that
allows people who identify as transgender to serve in the military—provided they
no longer suffer from gender dysphoria and serve in accordance with their
biological sex. But should the Equality Act become law, this Trump policy could
be deemed “discrimination.”


5. The Equality Act would force faith-based adoption agencies to
either violate their conviction that every child deserves both a
mother and a father or to stop serving children in need altogether.


Thankfully, the Trump administration has taken initial steps to protect adoption
agencies from these misguided policies. Additional steps are needed. But if the
Equality Act became law, it would force all adoption agencies in all 50 states to
either violate their convictions or close their doors.


6. The Equality Act would force a variety of small business owners to
violate their beliefs about marriage, sexuality, and gender.


At the state level, this has happened to bakers, florists, photographers, and even
funeral home owners.


Thankfully the Trump administration has supported these small business
owners as their cases proceeded through the court system. But should the
Equality Act become law, it would bring the full force of the federal government
against these small business owners, treating them as violators of federal civil
rights law.


7. The Equality Act, in general, threatens the freedom of speech,
freedom of association, and free exercise of religion rights of
countless people.
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Anyone who believes we are created male and female, and that male and female
are created for each other, will be at risk. This means Orthodox Jews, Roman
Catholics, Evangelical Christians, Latter-day Saints, Muslims, and people of no
particular faith tradition but who take science seriously will be on the wrong side
of federal civil rights law.


Thankfully, the Trump administration has championed freedom of speech, free
exercise of religion, and the rights of conscience. All of this would be at risk
should the Equality Act become law.
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We Hear You: The Equality Act and the


LGBT Agenda 
Authors, Ken McIntyre  |  May 5, 2019 


Editor’s note: The Daily Signal’s audience had much to say about our coverage
of House Democrats’ Equality Act, which would create civil rights protections
based on sexual orientation and gender identity rather than simply sex. A
sampling leads off this week’s mailbag. You may write us at
letters@dailysignal.com.—Ken McIntyre


Dear Daily Signal: Other than the usual protections of property and people
(against violence and assault), there is no basis for granting special protection
for transsexual behavior, the subject of the hearing on the Equality Act covered
by Rachel del Guidice (“5 Key Moments From Equality Act Hearing”).


It is a whole different question than protecting people because of their innate
qualities such as skin color. Passage of this legislation will severely damage other
rights that we possess in the realms of free expression, religious faith, privacy,
and more.


Finally, there is no imaginable way that the framers of the 14th Amendment
would see that it would extend to the protection of behavior then considered
insane, perverse, and immoral, as it remains for a great many people today.


The liberal Left continue to push their radical agenda against American values.
The good news is there is a solution. Find out more >>


Congress does not have the power to amend the Constitution by simple statute,
and the fact that it has done so on other occasions merely points to the sad way
our Constitution has been trashed by power-hungry politicians.


No society that panders to delusional behavior is a healthy one. The left has
imposed its sicknesses and madness upon all of us, and the effects go way
beyond harmful and damaging.


This is the legacy of the Supreme Court’s Lawrence v. Texas and Obergefell v.
Hodges rulings, which must be reversed.—William James


170215_ds_letters-editor_v1_v3


Does anyone else think it’s more than a little coincidental that all this
transgender nonsense has perked up in only the past decade or two? Right
around the same time it started being propagandized in the media and in
schools?
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No one will ever convince me this is a legitimate psychological issue for the vast
majority of  individuals who call themselves transgender. I think “transtrender”
is the more accurate term.


For the ones who really are transgender: Well, I guess sexual dysphoria is still a
mental illness, but for the sake of “feelings” they refuse to treat it appropriately.
—Edward Morgan


***


The genie needs to be shoved back in the bottle. The more of it we allow out, the
more harm will be done to the greater good. This nonsense is total bull and
social suicide.—Jimmy Chonga


If Trump wants to take hormone therapy and come out as transgender, as Rep.
Matt Gaetz, R-Fla., suggested at the hearing, I’m fully supportive of that.


Not for any equal rights reasons, I just think it’d be funny to watch MAGA
people’s heads explode and their jaws drop off their bodies.—Edward Buatois


***


Our elected officials are supporting this? What did the Russians put in our
water?—Raymond Hudson


***


Under the 14th Amendment, the original civil rights laws protected people from
discrimination based upon innate qualities, such as the color of one’s skin
(“Pelosi Is Hijacking the Civil Rights Movement to Force LGBT Ideology on
Kids”).


This monstrosity of a bill, described in Autumn Leva’s commentary, protects
behavior. And it is behavior that was considered morally repugnant or insane at
the time of the 14th Amendment’s enactment.


Many of us still hold to that perspective. There is no constitutional authority to
enable the Democrats’ so-called Equality Act.—William James


***


All this legislation does is give gay people the same protection from
discrimination that Christians already have had for decades.


If The Daily Signal were a serious organization, you’d have been fighting those
“special rights” for Christians for all those decades, instead of waiting until the
law included a group you consider icky.—Rob Tisinai


***


For as long as there have been restrooms in public places, these facilities have
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been segregated by gender. The same is true for public locker rooms and shower
rooms. Gay men used the facilities for men, and lesbians used the facilities for
women.


Separation of such facilities by gender was more for the rights of privacy and
protection of females than for males. It wasn’t a big deal. I don’t know why it has
to be a big deal today.


We seem to be governed by polls these days. Majorities of opinions on any given
subject are deemed newsworthy and are cited as proof of what public opinion
favors by proponents of change.


If that’s how we are going to be governed, let’s take an opinion poll of all women
of high school age and older to see what percentage approves of allowing males
who identify as females into public bathrooms, locker rooms, and shower rooms.


Separate facilities for men and women may deny the preferences of a few
suffering from gender dysphoria, but they do not deny anyone his or her
rights.—Drew Page


***


In no place in Autumn Leva’s commentary did I see proof that schoolchildren
would have to “carry water” for the LGBT agenda.—Andre Stephenson


***


California’s sex ed guidelines require teaching children about having multiple
sexual partners and warning children about “religion abuse” that would include
“forcing others to adhere to rigid gender roles” or not allowing a partner “to do
things they enjoy.”  


So if I am reading this correctly, now schools are going to teach that your partner
should be able to do whatever they enjoy? What happened to “No means no?” If
a partner enjoys rape, we are supposed to allow that? Bring in the neighbors?
Hold a knife to your throat?


All OK if that is what the partner wants? What the hell is going on in these
schools?—Tanya Beckel Redfield


***


This bill described by Monica Burke’s commentary will be like Obamacare,
thousands of pages long and they have to pass it to see what is in it (“Nancy
Pelosi’s ‘Equality Act’ Would Be Disastrous. Here Are 5 Likely Victim Groups”).
The people should have a chance to read every bill before it is passed.


Whether they like it or not, all senators, representatives, and other government
employees work for us.


What we have now is a distinct class of untouchables, secure in their jobs, with
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work ethics that would get them fired in a week in the real world, getting paid
more than average in the real world. The idea of government workers unions is
ridiculous.—Audie Jordan


Thinking Twice About Transgenderism


Dear Daily Signal: So, a person who regrets his own personal transition and a
woman who doesn’t accept her child’s decision to transition have taken it on
themselves to contradict the rest of the medical world (“‘We Are Manufacturing
Transgender Kids,’ Says Man Who Once Identified as Woman”).


Maybe panelist Walt Heyer’s decision and transition was ill-informed or made
for the wrong reasons. Can he explain why he made the decision?


Rachel del Guidice quotes the mother of a daughter as saying at The Heritage
Foundation event: “She has been a victim of ‘gender affirming’ medical
procedures, and I was powerless to stop doctors from harming her. Someday, I
hope she will realize that I am advocating for her health and for her future.”


Does the woman’s daughter agree with this statement, or is it her mother’s deep-
seated fear or embarrassment of trans people?


Where is their evidence? These two are likely to be much less scientifically
informed than the medical and psychological professionals involved.—Cahal
Cassidy


***


As a tomboy back in the day, I’m so fortunate that the idea of “self-identified”
wasn’t around (“Kids Aren’t Born Transgender, So Don’t Let Advocates
Bamboozle You”). I’m sure I would have questioned myself and been
“convinced” I was a boy simply because I preferred boy activities instead of girl
activities.


Reading Walt Heyer’s commentary, I feel sorry for kids who have to suffer
through these decisions due to public, parental, and peer pressure, all while
they’re still too young and immature to make logical and intellectual life
decisions. Such a shameful time in our history.—Marby Shivwitz


***


We should be compassionate to the mentally ill, but we should not celebrate
their illness.—Mary Grace Shabazz-Epstein


***


Of course no one is born transgender. Transgender is merely a concept, it
doesn’t mean anything really because it’s based on feelings.


Being born a male or a female does mean something, though. Being a female or a
male is expressed in DNA, how one reproduces, and so on.
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Nothing backs up the transgender lifestyle as being a legitimate way to live.—
Jessica Jones


***


People are born either boy or girl. That’s basic biology (science, for those who
are confused).


Just because you don’t like it doesn’t make it not so.—Tonya Acre Merrill


***


I saw the headline reading “Kids Aren’t Born Transgender,” and I have to call
absolute bull.


I distinctly remember a moment of my birth where I was “welcomed” to this
here planet Earth, and I had the feeling of male genitals between my legs.
Instantly, I knew they were not supposed to be there.


That feeling of disconcertment has been a part of me for the past 37 years. Now
my own mother is trying her hardest to say that I am not transgendered,
although she was so accepting of knowing gay men in the military throughout
her younger life.


Let’s see how it turns out next time she lets me go to a psychologist, who
ironically now is supportive of me coming out.—Nikki Holmes


This and That


Dear Daily Signal: About Kelsey Bolar’s video report on how federal
regulations hurt a Habitat for Humanity chapter, there are precious few things
that the government should regulate (“Government Regulations Are Putting
Some Homeowners’ Dreams on Hold”).


This is an example of how socialism is creeping in and taking away
organizations’ rights to serve the people around them how they see fit.—Jordan
Blackwood


***


Regarding Kevin Mooney’s report on the Southern Poverty Law Center: SPLC
once had been the FBI’s “go to guys” when it comes to discrimination for
decades—crickets from them as well (“Tech Giants Run Silent as Discrimination
Charges Shake Up Southern Poverty Law Center”).—Rich Quitliano


***


To those who reference God and then discount the possibility that convict Casey
Diaz’s conversion was real, judge not—from your podcast, it sounds like a lot
more happened than a lawyer’s advice on how to beat a tough rap (“He Killed a
Man. Then This Gangster Changed His Life”).
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Diaz continues to spread the word, minister to the most vulnerable, and do good
works. He has asked for forgiveness, served his time, and makes no excuses for
the awful crimes committed as a child of violence.


As believers, we all ask for forgiveness for our sins, “as we forgive those that
trespass against us.” God bless Mr. Diaz and the strong minister that brought
about his conversion.


May he guide those that might have followed in his footsteps on the wrong path
to the light and the right one.—Jonathan Freed


***


I have been downloading and listening to The Daily Signal’s podcast for a while
now, and I really enjoyed intern Maranda Finney’s story about her own adoption
(“‘I Was Almost a Victim of Abortion’: Star of ‘Unplanned’ Wants Movie to
Change Hearts, Minds”).


As a parent of two adopted children from Liberia, my ears always perk up when
the subject gets a mention.  Adoption is such a worthwhile thing to do.  We
adopted older children, which has its own set of challenges, but I don’t regret
doing it. 


My kids were born in the middle of the Liberian civil war and the adoption was
made final right after the war ended. Today, both are healthy and happy in their
lives as parents. We couldn’t have been more blessed by them. 


Perhaps you could spotlight adoption success stories from time to time, just to
show there are folks out there who love an “unwanted” child.—Bernie Penkin


***


I really appreciated the brief interview on the podcast with the intern who was
adopted. So many of those in the liberal media have this preconception that
Christians care only about babies in the womb, but not afterward. Yet nothing
could be further from the truth. 


I am blessed to come from a lengthy line of historic Protestants on both sides of
my family. Not only is my daughter adopted, but so are two of my cousins.


There are some historic documents we tend to refer to as excellent expressions
of our faith (a nice list is at https://reformed.org/documents/index.html). One
is the Westminster Standards, a confession of faith and two catechisms
approved in 1647. 


Both catechisms address adoption, but I’ll cite the shorter one:


Question 34: What is adoption? Answer: Adoption is an act of God’s free grace (1
John 3:1), whereby we are received into the number, and have a right to all the
privileges, of the sons of God (John 1:12; Romans 8:17).
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I continue to appreciate the work you all do on The Daily Signal.—Paul
Singbusch, San Diego


Sarah Sleem and Courtney Joyner helped compile this edition of “We Hear
You.”
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